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This Special Section brings together, under the label of 'sociocultural perspectives,' work with
intellectual roots in the theory of Vygotsky. While this work has developed in distinctive ways
and is known by somewhat contrasting theoretical labels, it shares a monistic view of culture
and cognition. Rather than treating cognition as a purely internal psychological activity that
can be understood independently from sociocultural and historical processes, approaches
within this broad and somewhat eclectic tradition assume that cognitive processes depend
fundamentally on and cannot be meaningfully understood independently of such influences.
T11cessaysin this Special Section provide an overview
of some of the key theoretical insights that inform

sociocultural work, including its recognition of the centrality
of culture in mediating psychological experience, its

emphasis on the need for genetic and historical analyses of
cognitive development; and its attention to cognition as it is

cmbcddcd in culturally organized everyday activities.
Discussion focuses on new ways to conceptualize variation

in mediationand learningprocessesas well as to understand
the fit between developmentally based motivational
oricntatio,,s and sociocultural activities. Consideration is
also give,, to the existenceof qualitatively variable modes
of organizing attention and learning that emerge from

children's

participation in

practices within

their

comJnu,'litiesand to work which suggeststhat masteryof

procedures and not merely knowledge of signs may play an
essential role in the internalization of psychological tools. In
tenns of implicationsfor educational practice,consideration
is given to issuesin the designof schoolenvironments to
promote learning in the zone of proximal development, and

to the processes by which schools privilege certain types of
educationaJachievement over others.
TI,e authors and commentators represented in this
Special Section have contributed to the theoretically rich
and generative natureof sociocultural work. As theiressays
make clear, work in this tradition is not only enhancing
current knowledge of socioculturalvariation in cognitive
processes and in patternsof developmental change, but also
contributing new understandings of the process of cognitive
development that are enriching basic developmental theory.
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l preface my remarkswith a briefcomment on terminology.
The reader wHJ note that I do not use the term, "sociocultural" to refer to my approach to Lhcstudy of culture in
human development. Rather, I have settled on the notion of
"cultural-historicalactivity theory" an amalgam of terms
proposed by Lev Vygotsky, Alexander Luria, A.N. Lcontiev
and their students ~ntiev,
1981; Luria, 1928; Vygotsky,
1978). Initially they referred to their approach as
"instrumental" or "cultural-historical" psychology to
highlight the centrality of mediation of acLionthrough tools

as the cornerstoneof "the culturalhabitof behavior."Later,
Leontievelaboratedon the importanceof activityas a central

starting point for psychological analysis. In the 1980's,
scholars unhappy about the extent to which the (then) Soviet
ideas were tainted by the equation of history with progress,
settled on the idea of socio-cultural studies as a ,vay of
markingboth their rejectionof Marxisthistoricismand their
desire to emphasize the interpenetration of the social and
cultural in human life. As will become clear below, I believe
that the terminological advantages of such a shift carry with

them the danger of losing one's focus on genetic
(developmental) analysis and a commihnent to grounding
one's analysis in everyday activity.
However, rny own use of ideas inspired by Soviet
cultural-historical,
activity theorists should not be
interpreted as wholesale and uncritical acceptance of all of
their ideas. For example, I do not equate history and
progress. Rather, for many years [ have advocated the idea
that whether a particular form of behavior is evaluated as
more or less developed depends critically upon the context
in vvhich it occurs and that all societies display great
heterogeneity in the complexity and sophistication
depending upon lhe cultur.il circumst.1nces in question. ln
place of the German notion of K11lt11ras the finest
achievements of human kind, I have adopted the idea of
cultures as the collective problem solving toolkits of
individual social groups in l"eSponseto their historical and
ecological circumstanre;. Jr, this regard, I have ~n greatly
influenced by the tradition of Anglo-American ethnogrnphic
research and theory, a discipline that has no precise
equivalent in the Russian tradition.
I first became interested in the role of culture in human
development as a result of my own, more or less fortuitous.,
introduction tocross-cultura 1developmental rese.1rch.Given
the task of discovering \'lthy rural Liberian children seemed
to experience extraordinary difficulty with mathematics in
school, my colleague John Gay and I made the commonsense
assumption that \"'Cneeded to start out by finding out how
the system of ideas we think of as mathematics arises in
children's everyday activities and the intellectual tools they
had evolved lo deal with problerns requiring the use of
mathematics (Gay & Cole, 1966). This work produced
examples of performance on psychological tests modeled
after the everyday (mathematical) practices of unschooled
Liberian rice farmers where the rice farmers outperformed
Yale undergraduates.
For several years this work proceeded in a more or J~s
a-theoretical manner. My major preoccupation \vas with the
methodological problems of drawing conclusions about the
development of psychological processes based on methods
from experimental, developmental psychology. /{epeated
demonstrations that modifications of instn1ctions, material:;,
and procedures produced major shifts in the behavior of
non-literate West African peoples led me to an emphasis on
the role of cultural context in development and a profound
mistrust in the soda I-ecological vaJidity of the psychological
diagnostic procedures routinely used in the United States
and other industrialized countries as instrumer,ts for the
study of general processes of psychological development.
Aside from its neg~"ltivevalue as an antidote to overzealous
conclusions about the under-developed minds of nonliterate peoples, n positive generalization to cornc frorn this
work was that a good many of the developmental changes
that psychologists had been attributing to maturation were,
in fact.,the consequences of schooling, a social institution of
relatively recent historical origin. But even this conclusion
was marred by doubts that the observed developmental
impact of schooling might be simply a narrow "practice
effect" because the structure of experimental psychological
tasks and thcstructurcoi school-based tasks have a common
origin and structure.
lt is in this context that, after many years of
uncomprehending farniliarily with their work, that I began

to take seriously the theoretical position of the Russian
cultural-historical activity theorists. Their view of the
centrality of culture to all, specifically human, psychological
processes \'lrasbased on three interlocking assumptions.
I. The centralicyormea,aban.Spec,ficallyhuman psychoogical
processesarose 1nthe course o: phylogenywt'h a new form
of behaver 1nwhic.'1humans modified natenal obiects as a
meansof regt.latingthe r interactionswith each other and the
'NOrld.As a co>'scqucoce:·,nstcad of app,y,ngd,rectlyits natura
function to the so uiion of a particular task. the child puts
between the function ard the taska certain auxiliary means....

by 1he median o' which tl>e child rranages 10 penoro, the
1as1c··
(Lcria.1928,p.495).
2. Genecic(his1oncal)
anaiysis.
Vygo1sk1
was prone to quo1e Pavel
Blons<yco the effect that 'To understand behavior,one must
unce---sta!'\CI
tiie h story of behavior.''This injunctionwasapplied
at several different time scales:the history of the species
(phylogeny),the history of the cut1.,:ral.-esourcescf the social
grosp (culture).the history of indiv1dvals
(ontogeny).and the
moMerit to moment h story of mteractions 1hat constltr...<te
IN ng behavor-(microgenes1s).
In effect.humaodeve1ooment 1s
the emergentoutcomeof 1rtcractionsoccun-ing
Stmultancously
at all these time scalesand levelsof analysis.Vygotskyemphasizedthe ageperiod when childrenbeginto master-the,r native
anguageas a crucialtime \•Jhenphylogenyand cult.1ra1.h1story
merge .n cuma, developmentbut hisfollO',vers
alsocarried out
s~ud1csor olir'{'l-deofchi'dren placed in homes by despai.-ing
:,arents.ao;.;ltpeasantsunaergoingrapidchangesin 1herrr:,odes
of life.and brain damaged adults \vho had lost 1heab !tty to
read.
3. Grouod•ng
io cvlwroJorgao1zed
activity.From a cultural-h stor ca

perspective.the na,ural laboratory for the study of the ro,e of
cultt..1"e
in human dcveloprient .s ir, tre everyoay activitiesof
people. This ooint was made explidtly by Alexe Leontiev

( 1981.p. 11):-· ... ,uman psychology s conce-ned with 1he
actavityof concrete 1nd1viduals,
wh1ch takes place either 1r,a
col1ect1vc-that 1S-.jo1r:tt-,,
wth other pcop e-or in a s,wation
in which the subiect dealsdire<.1.ly
with the SJn-oundingworld
of objects--for example,at the potter's wheel o---the wme,-'s
desk... Wnh all f!s variec forms.tre human individual'sad1vity
is a system n the system of social relations.It does.not exist
•.vithoutthese relations.The sped'lc fo1n in which it exi~s 1-s
determined by tr-e forms and means d mate--ialand men.ta!
socialu-iteraebon."

These ideas vvereby no means unique to Russian psychology.
Similar ideas can be seen in the writings of many early 20th
European and American scholars. For example, John Dewey
not on!)' emphasized the centrality of tool mediated action
ascentral to human cognition, but wrote that ... we live from
birth to death in a world of persons and things that is in large
measure whal it is because oi \1'.'hathas been do,,e and
transmitted from previous human activities. ltVhen this fact
is ignored, experience is treated as if it were something
which goes on exclusively inside an individual's body and
mind. It ought not to be necessary to say that experie1,cedoes
not occur in a vacuum. There are sources outside an
individual which give rise to experience (Dewey, 1938/1963,
p. 39). (For more extensive examples, see Cole.,1996.,Va1siner,
1998).
Culture, according to this perspective, can be understood
as the entire pool of artifacts accumulated by the social group
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in the course of its historical experience. In the aggregate, the
Eurocentric notions about the role of play in cognitive
accumulated artifacts of a group, cuJture, is then seen as the
development, and Rogoffs work on intense observation as
species-specific medium of human development. It is
an important mechanism of learning in Guatemalan peasant
"history in the present." The capacity to develop within that
communities (Rogoff, 2003).
medium and to arrange for its reproduction in succeeding
A great deal of within-culture work has been conducted
generations is the distinctive characteristic of our species.
on the dynamics of learning and development in pre-school
This set of assumptions directJy entails two additional
and school contexts focused both on the mastery of new
principles. The first is the "general law of cultural
mediational means, such as writing systems, ,,ew modes of
development" (an idea articulated by Janet). As Vygotsky
organizing the social organi1ation of instructional activity
phrased it," Any function in children's cultural development
(Gallego, Cole, & LCHC, 2002;Hedegaard, 1996;Paley, 1981;
appears twice or on t\•voplanes. First it appears on the social
Rogoff, 2003), as well as new ways of organizing
plane and then on the psychological plane. First it appears
dc\'elopmental changes in work processes among adults
between people as an interpsychological category ... and
(Engestr6m, Engestrom, & Suntio, 2002).
then within the individual child as an intrapsychological
A complaint often voiced with respect to Vygotsky's
category." (Vygotsky,1981,p. 163).The second is the idea of
formulation of the intertwining of natural (phylogenetic) and
a zone of proximal development, the gap between what
cultural (historical) lines of development is that the natural
children can accomplish on their own and what
line has gone unexamined (despite the fact that
they can accomplish in collaboration with a
Luria carried out the earliest extensive studies
more competent other or in play.
comparing the cognitive development of
Many research programs have developed "the idea of a
monozygotic and fraternal twins in the
different aspects of this overall approach to zone of proximal
psychological literature, see Luria, 1977).
human development.
Certainly
phylogenetic comparisons involving
development"
The impact of rapid cultural change on
culture and cognition have increased in
cognitive devc1opmcnt was first studied in the
popularity in recent years. For example, Michael
1930'sby Alexander Luria (1976)who reported
Tomasello (1999) has brought the study of
on the basis of a variety of evidence (tests of perception,
chimpanzee cognitive development into dialogue with
studies of the cognitive precursors and cognitive
categorization, syllogbtk reasoning) that a shift from
traditional pastoralisrn to participation in collectivized
consequences of acquiring language and culture during
farming and schooling induced a shift in poople's reasoning
infancy. lnterestingly, the most compelling evidence of the
from one grounded in fw,ctional relations related to specific
cognitive and cultural potentials of chimpanzees and
bonobos are realized when these animals are enculturated
contexts of activity to one in ,·vhichpeople were more likely
to reason from the verbal premises of problems. This work
by human beings instead of g·rowing to maturity in the wild,
can be criticized on methodological grounds (Cole, 1996)and
suggesting the existence of an intcr--spccieszo1wof proximal
Luria's conclusions now appear to be over-generalized, but
development. In a different sphere, Giyoo Hatano and
Kayako Inagaki (2002)have proposed that phylogenetically
the idea of studying the impact of rapid cultural change on
cognitive development has flourished m recent years.
constrained "skeletal principles" must be combined with
For example, King Beach and his colleagues investigated
cu1turany organized participation of young children in
rapid changes in mathematical reasoning among Nepalese
appropriate practices as the necessary and sufficient
villagers, who began to engage in commerce mediated by an
conditions for human concept development.
Of particular interest to me has been research that uses
alien monetary system and methods of exchange., when a
road was buill between their isolated vi1lagc and an urban
cuhural•historical theory to motivate the design of
commercial center (Beach, 1995). Beach showed how
development-enhancing environments for development
perfect!y functional indigenous methods of calculation could
(Engestriim,et al., 2002;Nicoloplou &Cole, 1993),This work,
be replaced by methods learned in school that actually led to
termed "formative experimentation" by Vygotsky and his
a decrement in performance in the conditions of cxchal'1gc students, has become fashionable in the United States under
present in Nepal at the time. GeoffreySaxe and hiscolleagues
the rubric of "design experimentation." My work has sought
have documented changes in mathematical notation systems
to design "idiocultures" that embody my theoretical
and practices associated with the introduction of monetary
assumptions so that lhey serve as zones of proxima)
trade into a previously remote area of New Guinea (Saxe &
development for children who struggle in school. Engestrom
Esmonde, in press). Patricia Greenfield (2004) has
and his colleagues have created "developmental change
documented a variety of changes among peasants living in
laboratories" that directly embody the principle, articulated
remote areas of Chiapis.,Mexico,in which patterns of motherby Luria above, in which \-vorking groups are assisted to
chi1d interaction focused on weaving, as well as the
create tools to solve the difficulties facing them al their jobs.
complexity of the woven products, changed in association
When such research is effectively conducted, it permits the
with changed exposure to modem textiles and involvement
study of how different levels of genetic analysis can be
in the money economy associated with increased contact
applied and analyzed for the participants in a single system
with modern sectors of the Mexican economy.
of activity. Such analyses can illuminate the mutual
Research focused on variation.sin modes of culturally
inter-actions among levels within an activity system that
organized activity inspired by cultural-historical psychology
account for the dynamics of development at each level - a
have included Scribner and Cole's (1981)work showing the
basic principle of cultural-historical activity theory that has
centra) role of the organization of activities in shaping the
been much discussed, but rarely implemented.
cognitive consequences of Hteracy,Caskin's (2000)work on
Thope it is clear from this brief summary that culturalcultural variations in play activity that challenges
historical activity theory is a broad, interdisciplinary
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enterprise. Because it takes cultural mediation to be a
universa) feature of human life, it may or may not itwolvc
research in different cultures. ln this respect, it may irwolve
cross-cultural research, rcsc;irch in a particular cultural
setting that provide$ the opportunity to highlight process of
cultvral mediation, or in one's own culture. Like the broad
range of approaches referred to as "socio-cultural" il views
mediation to be a double-sided process in which mediation
of action through and with other people (often referred to
as modes of participation) and mediation of action focused
on mastery of the physical world are always part of a single,
dual-directional sy~tem of cultural mediation. Moreove-r,
rather than viev1.ringhwnan beings as creatures who have
freed themselves from phylogenetic histor}', it assumes an
ongoing dialectic of change in which nature and nurture,
phylogeny and culture, arc inextricably linked.
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